
We’re Tara & Carl, and we have cracked a lifestyle code.

 

We’ve traveled the world, and along with our dog, Cosmo, we live full-time in an

RV, following our hearts wherever we want to roam, all while working from the

road, salsa dancing (it’s how we met), and exploring all corners of the country at

our own pace. We are living this dream and we love helping others make this

dream real, so you too can experience the freedom and joy that travel brings!

Learn how to create a no-vacation-needed life. Live boundlessly, now not later.

No more waiting and hoping for that fated “someday.” Today is your someday! 

3 Keys to Get Started as an RV Nomad 

Nomadic Living 101

Learn more at: www.nomadicliving101.com

https://tarasagecoaching.com/nomadic-living-101-2/


3 Keys to Get Started as 

an RV Nomad!

If you want to change something about your life, change your

thoughts. When you hold on to beliefs that you can't, that's the truth

that you live from and create from. Rather than asking "Can I do this?",

ask "How can I do this?" and open up to learning and exploring the path

to make it possible. 

Most people's biggest monthly expense is their rent or mortgage

payment. By finding a creative strategy to lower your largest expense,

you can free up resources. There's a wide range of budgets for RV living

and no one size fits all strategy. Consider:  Can you rent out your home

while traveling? Or, how would  becoming "houseless" shift your budget

and expand your options? Know that if there's a will, there's a way. We

look forward to helping you find your way. 

Nomadic Living 101

Learn more at: www.nomadicliving101.com

  2. Shift Any Limiting Beliefs

3. Get Strategic With Your Finances

1. Embrace it as a Lifestyle Experiment 

What started as a 3-month experiment back in 2017, has turned into

more than 3 years of nomadic living for us. We have been living full-

time in an RV, following our hearts, working from the road, and

exploring all corners of the country at our own pace. We discovered

that we love this lifestyle, and perhap you will too! 

https://tarasagecoaching.com/nomadic-living-101-2/


Nomadic Living 101

Join today! www.nomadicliving101.com

The #1 question we get asked: 

"How do you get your mail?" 

Here's the skinny:  There are several mail sorting, scanning, and forwarding

services out there -- Escapees Club, MyRVMail, and Traveling Mailbox are a few

examples. Carl and I do not, however, use any of them.

Our strategy has been, first, to go paperless with as much as possible (all banking

and bill paying is done online, cancelled magazine subscriptions, etc.)

Any remaining mail is sent to a family member's address (our Florida domicile,

where we're registered to vote, have a driver's license, pay taxes, etc.). Once a

month, this family member kindly sends any mail received in one of the pre-paid

Priority Mail envelopes I have supplied her with. She addresses it to wherever I

happen to be at that time. Easy-breezy.

As a business owner, another step I took was to authorize any mail sent to me from

the IRS to also be sent to my CPA. (If this interests you, contact the IRS for the

necessary paperwork to set this up.) That's it. Pretty simple stuff. I'll also add that

Amazon ships to Amazon Lockers which are scattered throughout the country,

making ordering things online (and picking them up) super easy as well.

How to get your mail is just ONE of so many important questions you need answers

to before hitting the road.

Living a nomadic lifestyle - be it for a month, a season, a year, or forever - is a

dream that many share, yet so few actually DO it because fears about the unknown

and all the "what ifs" that pop to mind too often stop the dream in its tracks.

Lord knows, spending endless hours googling questions certainly isn't the fastest

or easiest way to get road-ready for all things logistical, mechanical, lifestyle, and

social! In Nomadic Living 101, we've done the leg-work for you!
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